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DATA PROTECTION POLICY 

Kincardine and Deeside Befriending (The Organisation) 

8 Robert Street 
Stonehaven 
AB39 2DN 
01569 765714 
 

DATA PROTECTION COMPLIANCE 

Kincardine and Deeside Befriending takes the responsibility of handling individuals 
personal data very seriously and will hold and use this information in such a way that is 
compliant with current legislation. The Management Committee has overall responsibility 
for ensuring this data protection policy is followed.  

Individuals whose personal data is processed by the Organisation will also be guided to 
Kincardine and Deeside Befriending’s Privacy Statement. If individuals have any queries 
about this Policy or the GDPR, please address them to info@kdbefriending.org.uk  in the 
first instance. 

INTRODUCTION TO DATA PROTECTION LEGISLATION 

The law regarding data protection is contained in the General Data Protection Regulation 
(the “GDPR”) (Regulation (EU) 2016/679) (in force from 25th May 2018). 

The GDPR governs the “processing” of “personal data” by data “controllers” and data 
“processors”. 

The GDPR applies to data “controllers” and “processors”. 

Definitions 

• “Processing” is the collection, use, disclosure and handling of personal data.  

• “Personal data” is any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural 
person (‘data subject’); an identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, 
directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an 
identification number, location data, an online identifier (e.g. IP address) or to one 
or more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, 
cultural or social identity of that natural person”.  

• A “controller” is defined under Article 4 (7) as:  
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“a natural or legal person, public authority, agency or any other body which alone or jointly 
with others determines the purposes and means of the processing of personal data; 
where the purposes and means of processing are determined by EU or Member State 
laws, the controller may be designated by those laws”.  

The Organisation is the data controller in respect of much of the personal data processed 
by the Organisation. In relation to such data, the Organisation is legally responsible for 
complying with the GDPR. 

• A “processor” is defined under Article 4 (8) as:  

“a natural or legal person, public authority, agency or any other body which processes 
personal data on behalf of the controller”.   

Liability under the GDPR extends to persons, including staff, volunteers or trustees, who 
are processing the data on behalf of the Organisation. 

What Data is Covered? 

The GDPR covers all personal data, held on both computers and stored in physical 
records, where an individual can be directly or indirectly identified. 

Breaching the Legislation 

Breaches of the GDPR may have serious consequences. “Staff” (including employees or 
trustees) are required to read the following information, and to ensure that all handling of 
personal data is carried out in accordance with the GDPR and this Policy. 

Not abiding by the legislation can lead to heavy fines being imposed upon the 
Organisation or criminal charges being filed against individuals. 

Information Commissioner 

The Information Commissioner is the government officer responsible for monitoring 
compliance with the GDPR. Individuals have a right to lodge a complaint with the 
Information Commissioner’s Office (the “ICO”) regarding the actions of Organisation if 
they believe that the organisation has acted wrongly or in breach of the GDPR. The 
Information Commissioner provides a Helpline service on 0303 1231113 and has also 
issued Codes of Practice and Legal Policy in relation to the GDPR. These can be viewed 
online at https://ico.org.uk/. The Organisation’s obligation is to comply with the GDPR, not 
the Codes of Practice or other Policy. 
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ABOUT THIS POLICY 

This Policy applies to processing of all personal data by the Organisation. This includes 
data relating to members of staff, clients, volunteers or third-party individuals such as 
members of the Organisation. The Policy therefore generally refers to “individuals.” 

LAWFUL BASIS FOR DATA PROCESSING 

The Organisation may not process any personal data for any purpose unless one of the 
lawful bases under Article 6 of the GDPR is satisfied. 

What Are the Lawful Bases?  

Under Article 6 (1) of the GDPR, data processing by the Organisation shall be lawful 
where at least one of the following applies:  

1. the data subject has given consent to the processing of his or her personal data 
for one or more specific purpose; 

2. processing is necessary for the performance of a contract to which the data subject 
is party or in order to take steps at the request of the data subject prior to entering 
into a contract; 

3. processing is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation to which the 
controller is subject; 

4. processing is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject or 
of another natural person; 

5. processing is necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public 
interest or in the exercise of official authority vested in the controller; 

6. processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by the 
controller or by a third party, except where such interests are overridden by the 
interests or fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject which 
require protection of personal data, in particular where the data subject is a 
protected adult or child. 

Special Categories 

Under Article 9 (1) of the GDPR processing of personal data that falls within the “special 
categories” of data cannot be processed by the Organisation unless one of the exceptions 
under Article 9 (2) has been met. Special categories of data are personal data that relate 
to the following matters: 

• racial or ethnic origin of the individual, 
• political opinions, 
• religious beliefs or philosophical beliefs, 
• trade union membership, 
• processing of genetic data, biometric data for the purpose of identifying a natural 

person, 
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• data concerning health, 
• sexual life or orientation. 

 The exceptions found in Article 9 (2) are as follows: 

1. Explicit consent of the data subject has been acquired for one or more specified 
purposes, unless reliance on consent is prohibited by EU or Member State law and 
may not be lifted by the data subject; 

2. Processing is necessary for carrying out obligations under employment, social 
security or social protection law, or a collective agreement; 

3. Processing is necessary to protect the vital interests of a data subject or another 
natural person where the data subject is physically or legally incapable of giving 
consent; 

4. Processing relates to personal data which are manifestly made public by the data 
subject; 

5. Processing is necessary for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims 
or where courts are acting in their judicial capacity; 

6. Processing is necessary for reasons of substantial public interest on the basis of 
Union or Member State law which is proportionate to the aim pursued and which 
contains appropriate safeguards; 

7. Processing is necessary for the purposes of preventative or occupational 
medicine, for assessing the working capacity of the employee, medical diagnosis, 
the provision of health or social care or treatment or management of health or 
social care systems and services on the basis of Union or Member State law or a 
contract with a health professional; 

8. Processing is necessary for archiving purposes in the public interest, or scientific 
and historical research purposes or statistical purposes in accordance with Article 
89(1). 
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THE DATA PROTECTION PRINCIPLES 

Under Article 5 of the GDPR the Organisation must process personal data in accordance 
with the following six principles: 

The First Principle 

Art.5(1)(a) “Personal data must be processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent 
manner in relation to individuals.” 

In line with this obligation the Organisation will ensure that any processing of personal 
data is carried out fairly and with a lawful basis. Details regarding what data processing 
the Organisation performs will be made easily accessible to individuals by a privacy 
statement that is provided in a clear and intelligible manner.  

The Organisation shall make individuals aware of how their data will be processed before 
it is collected from them or before any subsequent changes are made to the processing 
of their data. 

Where the individual has not provided the personal data directly to the Organisation, the 
Organisation must provide information to the individual confirming the source of that 
personal data and the lawful basis for the collection of that data. 

The Second Principle 

Art.5(1)(b) “Personal data shall be collected for specified, explicit and legitimate 
purposes and not further processed in a manner that’s incompatible with those purposes; 
further processing for archiving purposes in the public interest or historical research or 
statistical purposes shall not be considered to be incompatible with the initial purposes.” 

The Organisation must be clear when it collects personal data that the personal data is 
required for a legitimate and lawful purpose. This purpose must be made clear to the 
individual when the data is collected and must not be used for any other purpose without 
the consent of the individual. 

If the personal data collected will be used for an additional purpose, such as adding an 
individuals’ details to a mailing list, then an ‘opt-in’ consent box should be included on the 
data collection form. A statement along the following lines could be used to gain this 
consent from the individual: 

“From time to time we send out information to clients and volunteers to help us 

facilitate the befriending service. This will include for example, Annual Reports, 

Newsletters and invitations to relevant training. Your details will only be used by 

Kincardine and Deeside Befriending and not disclosed to third parties. Please tick 

the following box if you consent to being on the mailing list we use for this purpose. 

You can opt-out of these communications at any time – just let us know by 
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contacting the local coordinator or informing us by email at 

info.kdbefriending.org.uk   

The Third Principle 

Art.5(1)(c) “Personal data shall be adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary 
in relation to the purposes for which they are processed.” 

The Organisation should only collect enough personal data to achieve the aim of the given 
purpose. The Organisation shall not collect data beyond what is necessary to achieve a 
purpose. 

All forms that require to be completed by individuals must be checked by the coordinators, 
who will ensure that the questions will result in adequate personal data being provided 
for the purpose and to ensure that no unnecessary information is collected. Forms 
completed by prospective employees and appointed staff will be checked by their line 
manager. 

The Fourth Principle 

Art.5(1)(d) “Personal data shall be accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date; 
every reasonable step must be taken to ensure that personal data that’s inaccurate, 
having regard to the purposes for which they are processed, is erased or rectified without 
delay.” 

The Organisation asks individuals to ensure that their records are kept up to date by 
advising the Organisation of any relevant changes. The Organisation will make any 
necessary changes to personal data held on individuals to ensure that it is accurate. The 
Organisation will review all personal data held on a regular basis, and where necessary 
will either update or delete personal data that is not accurate. 

The Fifth Principle 

Art.5(1)(e) “Personal data must be kept in a form that permits identification of data 
subjects for no longer than is necessary for the purposes for which the personal data 
are processed; personal data may be stored for longer periods insofar as the personal 
data will be processed solely for archiving purposes in the public interest, historical 
research or statistical purposes… subject to implementation of the appropriate… 
measures required by… [the GDPR] in order to safeguard the rights and freedoms of the 
data subject.” 

The Organisation will review all personal data held on a regular basis and where 
appropriate will delete personal data that is no longer necessary for the purposes for 
which the personal data is processed. 
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The Sixth Principle  

Art.5(1)(f) “Personal data must be processed in a manner that ensures appropriate 
security of the personal data, including protection against unauthorised or unlawful 
processing and against accidental loss, destruction or damage, using appropriate 
technical or organisational measures.” 

Personal data must be looked after safely and securely and access to personal data will 
be suitably restricted by the Organisation. Physical records will be stored on secure 
premises in locked filing cabinets. Access to digital records will be restricted to those 
individuals who require access and will be protected by strong passwords on secure 
networks. Any computer held records must also be backed up on a secure encrypted 
back up. Only those individuals authorised to do so may take personal data out of the 
office. It is the individual’s responsibility for the security of any personal data taken off site 
and must keep the data secure in accordance with this policy. A Confidentiality Guidelines 
document gives further clarity on working practices related to personal data. 

ACCOUNTABILITY AND RECORD KEEPING 

Article 5(2) of the GDPR states that controllers shall be responsible for, and must be able 
to demonstrate, compliance with the data protection principles laid down in Article 5(1). 
In order to ensure that the Organisation is fulfilling its duties and responsibilities under the 
GDPR the Organisation shall: 

1. Review and update, where necessary, this policy on a regular basis. 
2. Provide training to staff on the legal requirements and organisational procedures 

in place for data processing within the Organisation. 
3. Continue to review and update human resources policies as necessary. 
4. Keep a database of individuals who have given their consent to certain forms of 

data processing. This will detail:  
1. Who consented, 
2. when consent was received, 
3. how it was obtained, 
4. what they have consented to. 

5. Regularly review the personal data processed by the Organisation to ensure that 
the Organisation;  

1. minimises the amount of data it processes; 
2. is transparent in its data processing activities; 
3. maintains an appropriate level of security to protect personal data from 

potential data breaches. 
4. Deletes and/or archives personal data that is no longer required.  (Client 

and Volunteers records will be archived when these individuals are no 
longer available for befriending relationships and their personal data 
deleted five years following this. Staff records will be archived when the 
individual ceases to be employed by the Organisation and deleted 7 years 
following this.) 
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INDIVIDUALS’ RIGHTS 

The GDPR affords individuals certain rights on how their personal data is processed by 
organisations. 

Right to be informed 

The Organisation recognises an individuals’ right to be informed and shall provide notice 
to an individual when and how their personal data is collected and processed by the 
Organisation. The Organisation’s Data Protection Policy will be made easily available to 
the public on the Organisation’s website. As well as this full notice the Organisation will 
also provide a clear and simple Privacy Statement at registration of clients and volunteers 
and appointment of staff. Such notices will include the following: 

What information is being collected? 

1. Who is collecting it? 
2. How is it collected? 
3. Why is it being collected? 
4. How will it be used? 
5. Who will it be shared with? 
6. What will be the effect of this on the individuals concerned? 
7. Is the intended use likely to cause individuals to object or complain? 

Right to access 

Individuals have the right to obtain the following information from the Organisation:  

• Confirmation of whether, and where, the Organisation is processing their personal 
data; 

• Information about the purposes of the processing; 
• Information about the categories of data being processed; 
• Information about the categories of recipients with whom the data may be shared; 
• Information about the period for which the data will be stored (or the criteria used 

to determine that period); 
• Information about the existence of the rights to erasure, to rectification, to 

restriction of processing and to object to processing; 
• Information about the existence of the right to complain to the ICO; 
• Where the data was not collected from the data subject, information as to the 

source of the data; and 
• Information about the existence of, and an explanation of the logic involved in, any 

automated processing that has a significant effect on data subjects. 
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Additionally, data subjects may request a copy of the personal data being processed. 

If the Organisation receives a request for any of the information above from an individual, 
they will provide the requested information to the individual free of charge as soon as 
possible and no later than one month after receiving a request. 

Before releasing any of the information to an individual the Organisation must verify the 
identity of the individual by one of the following means: 

1. Viewing photographic identification such as a UK Driving Licence or Passport, or 
where this is not reasonable to achieve; 

2. Asking the individual to confirm at least two of their personal details that the 
Organisation holds. e.g. full name, address, date of birth, email address. 

If it is deemed that the request is ‘manifestly unfounded or excessive’ (e.g. repetitive) then 
the Organisation can refuse to meet the access request and must point the individual to 
the complaints procedure through the ICO. Any decision to refuse a request can only be 
taken by the Management Committee. 

Right to rectification 

Individuals have a right to have their personal data rectified where it is inaccurate. If the 
Organisation is made aware of inaccurate data that it holds it must make any necessary 
changes the individual requests to make that data accurate. 

Any individual within the Organisation that received a rectification notification must either 
make, or arrange for, the necessary corrections to be made. 

Right to erasure (“Right to be forgotten”) 

Individuals have the right to erasure of personal data (the “right to be forgotten”) if:  

• the data is no longer needed for their original purpose (and no new lawful purpose 
exists); 

• the lawful basis for the processing is the data subject’s consent, the data subject 
withdraws that consent, and no other lawful ground exists; 

• the data subject exercises the right to object, and the controller has no overriding 
grounds for continuing the processing; 

• the data have been processed unlawfully; or 
• erasure is necessary for compliance with EU law or the law of the United Kingdom. 

If the organisation receives an erasure request this must be reviewed immediately. The 
decision will then be made if the request is within the scope of the GDPR and, if 
appropriate, the Organisation will arrange for the data to be erased as necessary.  
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Right to restrict processing 

Individuals have a right to restrict the use of their data. E.g. Request to be removed from 
a mailing list. 

The Organisation is permitted to hold any necessary data to maintain a restriction request. 

Right to Data Portability 

Individuals have a right to be able to transfer their data between different organisations. 
If requested an individuals’ data must be provided to them by the Organisation in an open 
electronic format such as a .csv file. It must also be recorded within the file in a way that 
allows other organisations to read the data. 

If an individual requests the transfer of sensitive data then this should be referred to the 
Management Committee. 

Right to Object 

Individuals have a right to object to their data being processed for research, statistical 
analysis, legitimate interests and direct marketing. 

For direct marketing – an organisation must stop processing as a soon as it receives an 
objection. There are no exemptions or grounds to refuse such a request. 

CONSENT 

The Organisation recognises that consent must be freely given and specific to the 
purpose that it is being collected for. When requesting consent for an explicit reason such 
as addition to a mailing list then at time of collecting consent the Organisation will ensure 
the following:  

1. That it is done so in an obvious way and will require a positive action to opt in by 
an individual. 

2. The request will be prominent, unbundled from other terms and conditions, concise 
and easy to understand and user-friendly. 

3. Display the Organisation’s name clearly. 
4. Give the reason why the Organisation wants the data being collected and explain 

what the Organisation will do with that data. 
5. Make it clear that an individual can withdraw their consent at any time. 

In accordance with the accountability requirements in this policy all consent will be 
recorded to provide evidence of the consents that have been collected. 
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SECURITY AND DATA BREACHES 

To prevent data breaches, the following security measures must be taken by employees 
and volunteers of the Organisation. 

All employees and volunteers will be directed to the Organisations Privacy Statement & 
Confidentiality Guidelines to ensure they follow the procedures and requirements of these 
in conjunction with this Data Protection Policy. 

Physical Files 

Personal data contained on physical files must be stored in locked filing cabinets or in a 
safe. The keys and/or combinations for such cabinets must only be in the possession of 
authorised individuals and/or stored in a locked office. 

Individuals must not leave personal data files unattended. Individuals should take 
reasonable care not to allow unauthorised individuals to view any personal data files. 

Digital Files 

Digital personal data files must be stored on computers and drives that are password 
protected All digital files should be backed up on a separate encrypted drive. 

Computers and drives must not be left unlocked when unattended. 

All computer software must be kept up to date with a software provider’s recommended 
security updates. The Organisation’s computers should also be protected by up to date 
antivirus and firewall software where appropriate. 

Individuals should take reasonable care when viewing personal data files on their 
computers not to allow unauthorised viewing of such files. 

DATA BREACHES AND REPORTING 

A data breach is a breach of security leading to the destruction, loss, alteration, 
unauthorised disclosure of, or access to, personal data. This means that a breach is more 
than just losing personal data. 

Reporting 

If a breach is detected it must be reported to the Organisation as soon as possible. 

The Organisation will need to report any breach that may result in a risk to the rights and 
freedoms of individuals to the ICO. If the nature of the breach is likely to result in a high 
risk to the rights and freedoms of individuals, then the Organisation will need to notify the 
individuals concerned as well. 
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Reporting to the ICO needs to take place within 72 hours of the breach being detected. 
Failure to report within this time could lead to a substantial fine. It is therefore of the utmost 
importance that breaches are quickly reported to the Organisation. In the first instance 
this should be by email to info@kdbefriending.org.uk. Information would then be passed 
on to the chair of the Management Committee and in their absence the Senior 
Coordinator. 
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Data Protection Policy – record of updates 
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